Armenia 1
Population: 2,967,004 (July 2009 est.)
Population Growth Rate: -0.03% (2009 est.)
Birth Rate: 12.65 births/1,000 population (2009
est.)
Life Expectancy: total population: 72.68 years;
male: 69.06 years; female: 76.81 years (2009 est.)
Literacy Rate: total population: 99.4%; male:
99.7%; female: 99.2% (2001 census)
Net Migration Rate: -4.56 migrant(s)/1,000
population (2009 est.)
Unemployment Rate: 7.1% (2007 est.)
Gross Domestic Product per Capita: $5,900
(2009 est.) Religions: Armenian Apostolic
94.7%, other Christian 4%, Yezidi (monotheist
with elements of nature worship) 1.3%
Languages: Armenian 97.7%, Yezidi 1%,
Russian 0.9%, other 0.4% (2001 census)
Ethnic Groups: Armenian 97.9%, Yezidi (Kurd)
1.3%, Russian 0.5%, other 0.3% (2001 census)
Capital: Yerevan1

Trafficking Routes
Armenia is a transit country for victims from Eastern European and Central Asian
countries.2 It is a source country for women and men trafficked primarily to the United Arab
Emirates,3 Turkey, and Russia.4 Armenia has also been reported as a destination country for
Ukrainian women trafficked for sexual exploitation.5
Factors That Contribute to the Trafficking Infrastructure
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Factors that have promoted trafficking in Armenia include “manmade and natural
disasters … transitional processes … porous borders; weak legislative protection and legal
processes.”6
The fall of the Soviet Union changed the economic landscape of Armenia and caused
many individuals to travel abroad for employment opportunities.7 Numerous Armenians migrate
to find employment, seeking higher wages; because there are few legal means for migration,
Armenians find alternative channels, where they are often exploited by traffickers.8
Besides economic hardship, stereotypical gender roles and gender inequality continue to
factor into the trafficking of women for sexual exploitation.9 Women who are not permitted to
work in legitimate vocations are easy targets for traffickers wishing to exploit their situation.
Forms of Trafficking
The most common purpose of trafficking from Armenia is sexual exploitation, including
forced prostitution.10 Trafficking of individuals for forced labor has also been reported.11
Government Responses
In 2007, then Armenian President Robert Kocharyan signed the Anti-Human Trafficking
on Air Act into law. The act enforces several measures designed to circumvent trafficking by
targeting potential victims on airplanes departing from Armenia. Before takeoff, all passengers
are given a brochure describing human trafficking and encouraging them to inform the airline
attendants if they are victims of trafficking. An announcement is made informing passengers that
children traveling with someone else’s passport are at risk of exploitation in other countries; in
addition, a two-minute presentation explains how to identify human trafficking. Victims who
identify themselves are assisted by enforcement agents aboard the flight.12
From 2004 to 2006, a National Action Plan to combat trafficking was implemented by
the Armenian government. The plan combined the efforts of police personnel, the Ministry of
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Foreign Affairs, National Security, and the Department of Migration and Refugees, among
others. Initiatives included establishing an antitrafficking service center, drafting legislative
amendments, hosting training seminars, and establishing a rehabilitation center for victims.13
Currently a second National Action Plan is in effect from 2007 to 2009.
Article 32 of the Constitution of the Republic of Armenia states that “everyone shall have
the freedom to choose his/her occupation” and orders “fair remuneration in the amount no less
than the minimum set by law.” The article also mandates that working conditions shall comply
with “safety and hygiene requirements.”14
The Labor Code of Armenia prohibits forced labor and illegal labor, defined as labor
performed in the absence of a lawful labor contract.15
The 2003 Criminal Code of the Republic of Armenia prohibits child trafficking in article
168, for which the punishment is three to seven years’ imprisonment. 16 Under the 2003 code,
article 131 forbids kidnapping for the purposes of “sex exploitation, forced labor or services,
slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs,” which is punishable
with up to 10 years’ imprisonment.17
Before 2006, article 132 defined and criminalized human trafficking; “recruitment,
transportation, transfer, harboring, or receipt of persons for the purpose of sexual exploitation or
forced labor” was punishable by a fine, correctional labor, or imprisonment.18
In 2006, several articles of the criminal code were amended, including articles 132, 1321, 261, and 262.19 Notable changes have included an increased prison sentence from three to 15
years, the criminalization of labor trafficking, and a clearer definition of child trafficking.20
Specifically, the definition of human trafficking in article 132 was altered to comply with that of
the Palermo Protocol, the trafficking of minors is now considered an aggravating circumstance,
and “exploitation” is defined. The introduction of article 132-1 prohibits the act of exploitation,
defines slavery as involving the transportation of individuals to another country, and includes the
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criminalization of “slave-like practices” such as debt bondage, servitude, and forced labor.
Article 261 prohibits engaging someone in prostitution for profit, regardless of exploitive intent,
and article 262 criminalizes the incitement of an individual into prostitution.21

Nongovernmental and International Organizations Responses
The United Methodist Committee on Relief’s nongovernmental organization, UMCORNGO, has been present in Armenia since 1994. Its Anti-Human Trafficking Program combines
prosecutorial and aftercare initiatives through training border guards and police and providing a
telephone hotline, medical services, and vocational training for victims.22
The NGO Hope and Help works to protect the “sexual, reproductive, and mental health”
of individuals in Armenia, including victims of trafficking. As part of its Prevention of
Trafficking, Support for Victims of Trafficking, and Social Rehabilitation initiative, Hope and
Help sponsors a hotline, operates a shelter, and distributes trafficking information to raise public
awareness.23
Multilateral Initiatives
In 2008, the Bureau for International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs of the U.S.
State Department funded a $90,000 grant to UMCOR. The grant assists the second phase of
UMCOR’s Strengthening of Law Enforcement Response to Human Trafficking program, which
focuses on training investigators from central and regional police departments to respond to
trafficking cases by identifying and protecting victims.24
UMCOR has also partnered with the NGO Democracy Today since 2004 in
implementing the project, Assisting Victims of Trafficking and Building Society Inclusive and
Sensitive to Victims of Trafficking. Goals have included distributing awareness materials
through various regions of Armenia, identifying and referring victims to the UNCOR shelter, and
reintegrating victims into their communities.25
The United Nations Development Programme has collaborated with the Government of
Armenia to establish an Anti-Trafficking Programme in Armenia. Initiatives include developing
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a national antitrafficking framework, strengthening the capacity of law enforcement and the
judiciary to prosecute trafficking cases, and furthering the protection of victims’ rights.26
The International Center for Migration Policy Development (ICMPD, the Organization
for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), and the Ministries of Labor in Armenia,
Azerbaijan, and Georgia supported a collaborative antitrafficking program effective December
2006 to December 2009. The program has focused on encouraging legal migration and has
included translating and publishing ICMPD, OSCE, and International Labour Organization
training materials, organizing workshops and training seminars, improving regulation of private
employment agencies, and raising awareness among potential migrants.27
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